
           Full Ice - Week 6 – 9/23 2015                
1) Lulea 3v2 & Goalie Warm-Up (5/5)  
-Skaters in groups of 4 play 3v1 (or in groups of 5 play 3v2 keep away in 
square areas approximately 1/6 of the ice or less with the object being for 
the three players on offense (O’s)  to move and support each other with and 
without the puck to maintain control vs the opponent (X).  
-Coaches should control the drill for short bursts of 15-20 seconds before 
switching player roles. 
Note: At least one defensive player must always attack the puck carrier to 
create a puck protection/support scenario…defenders are not allowed to 
play zone defense. 

2) Minnesota 3 Shot Goalie Warm-Up (8/13) 
 - On whistle, D1 skates backward out of line and hinges off of D2. F1 
passes to D2 who passes to D1. D1 uses deception & passes to F1 who 
has supported play by opening up low & wide. F1 takes a look up ice, 
receives pass and skates down ice for shot outside the dots. F1 stays net 
front to play reasonable rebound. D1 gaps up to the blue-line & hinges 
again. F2 passes to D2 who passes to D1. D1 uses deception & passes to 
F2 who has supported flat through the middle of the ice. F2 receives pass & 
skates down the ice for a shot from inside the dots. F2 stay net front for 
reasonable rebound. D1 gaps up to the blue-line & hinges again. D1 gaps 
up again & receives pass from F3. D1 uses escape move, skates up the ice 
& reports to the blue-line at the boards, stops & then explodes laterally to 
get inside dot lane before shooting. 

 

3) 2nd Man Middle Lane Drive 3v2 (8/21) 
Push the nets to the hash marks, the red line acts as the blue line for each 
rush. On the whistle, O2 & O3 gap up to the red line to defend the 3v2, while 
O4 skates behind net with puck. O4 skates up ice & passes to either O5 or 
O6. (Both O5 & O6 must time rush to come up ice together & should not 
leave until O4 gets puck & starts up ice.  The 2

nd
 O over the ‘blue’ line goes 

hard to net while the 3
rd

 O stays dot wide for lateral pass. Options for puck 
carrier include shot, direct pass to teammate driving the net, pass to 
teammate dot wide or pass off pads. When play is over (whistle) 
O2 & O3 (who played rush against) come back deep & open up flat to attack 
with O1who behind net and starts play over with new outside X’s gapping up 

to play the rush...play is continuous. 3)  

 

4) 3v0 Any Pass with MLD  (7/28) 
Players line up as diagrammed, on whistle 3 players from one end attack 
3v0 up the ice passing to each other or any player at the front of any line, re-
grouping at the opposite end to attack 3v0 against the same end in which 
they started. The next 3 players from the opposite end of the ice start when 
the first three players pass the red line after the re-group. Focus: 
Supporting to the puck, re-supporting when an opening or lane is 
closed, attacking using different rush options and creating passing 
lanes. 

 

5) Split Ice – Forwards/Defense (12/40) 
      
     A) Forwards – 3v0 Attack & Escape vs 1D 
     
     B) Defensemen – B.O. Patterns with F1 Pressure 
   1) D Wheel - Coach spots puck for D to wheel net under pressure, passes 
to D simulating W, W explodes to blue, give & go with point man for shot on 
net. 
    
   2) D Reverse – Same as above with fake shot & escape at point. 
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6) 3v2 Back-Pressure Scrimmage (10/50)  
OF’s are skating randomly in the NZ passing puck between them while 
XD’s are randomly skating forward to backward transitions as 
diagrammed. 
On whistle, OF’s attack XD’s 3v2. 
-XF’s start drill as diagrammed and funnel into DZ while OD’s join the play 
on offense. 
-Drill is a live scrimmage from attack & Back-check set up until natural 
stoppage or 30-40 second shift. 
 
Focus: 2v2 Attack & D Join/Defend, DZC, BO & Attack with Speed   
 

 

7) NZ Roll-Over Drill (10/60) 
Players start out as diagrammed with the center on each team with a 
puck. On the whistle, each center spots puck in their own DZ and teams 
breakout against each other at the same time. At any time during the 
breakout the coach blows the whistle for the players to disregard their 
puck and they all stop, drop, and roll. As the players are getting back on 
their feet, the coach spots another puck for the players to react to both 
offensively & defensively. 
Focus: Transition from offense (BO) to NZ defense or from offense 
(BO) to NZ defense, decision making.  

 

8)Red Army Re-Group vs 1-1-3 NZ Fore-Check(15/75) 
Five defending players begin on one knee in both ends.  Five attacking 
players begin in NZ moving randomly passing puck between them. On 
whistle, attacking players re-group while defending players get up race to 
NZ fore-check. Offensive players attack as appropriate on rush, with chip 
or re-group…play is live…on successful breakout by defending team 
(fore-checking team is done when BO team gains the ice at the top of the 
circles), initial attackers take a knee in zone and breakout team attacks 
into the NZ, on whistle attacking players must re-group while new 
defenders initiate NZ fore-check….play is continuous back to other end. 

 

 

9) 3v3 NZ Game (5/80) 
Position players in diagonal corners of the drill playing surface 
- Coach for each team is in opposite corner of drill playing surface 
- Coach spots puck in pit to start & keeps game moving by passing puck 
(offensive transition) to a player on their team anytime a goal is scored, 
the puck goes beyond their defending goal line or the goalie stops play 
- 30 second shifts on whistle, puck is left & players change on the fly 
- Head Coach is involved in directing the play, teaching & encouraging 
players to compete & play at desired tempo & focus on concepts of play. 
POINTS OF EMPHASIS: - All elements of a regulation game are 
contained in a small area: transition to offense, attack, transition to 
defense, defensive play, offensive & defensive body position, puck 
protection, support, etc. 

 

 

 


